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Becky has been at UDOT for 2 ½ years and in that short time, she has proven herself to be a
visionary with the ability to build effective teams and work strategically to accomplish much more
than seems possible. Becky’s leadership style along with a very detailed plan of action with
everything from setting statewide standard practice to increasing staff available for GIS projects
has been key in providing a vision and technical expertise. The majority of her plan is complete,
or well on its way to completion. Through her leadership, the Department has embraced GIS
and the way we do business is changing rapidly. Our increased reliance on data has created an
atmosphere of continual innovation when it comes to GIS and how it can be best utilized to
make decisions more efficient in delivering our program.
Becky has been able to positively influence all divisions within UDOT which is not always easy
since the department is a decentralized organization. Her ability to engage others and gain buyin on projects that cross division boundaries is a key to her success. For example, one of her
largest successes is the implementation of the asset management data project. UDOT has had
Mandli perform LIDAR scanning of every state route in order to collect pavement condition and
asset information. The large amount of data would be unmanageable and not very useful to
many in the department if it was not possible to utilize GIS. The team involved in this effort
includes staff from several divisions (planning, asset management, maintenance, traffic and
safety, etc.) and Becky has been able to set the direction and lead the team to complete this
project in a timely manner. This has resulted in improved QC of data, access in multiple formats
including CADD, and quick coordination of asset management, project, and maintenance efforts
using spatial analysis.
One of Becky’s main responsibilities in her position is to help set statewide priorities for projects
to be completed. She is able to utilize resources from other divisions to accomplish the goals.
She is a master at balancing the workload statewide and strategically creates teams to assist in
further implementation of GIS tools across the state. An example of this is the effort to create a
GIS tool that provides quick and easy access to the relevant Right-of-Way data and documents
necessary to respond to routine requests. The tool produced through a highly collaborative effort
(staff from 2 regions and the central office), Right of Way personnel can now build a GIS layer
representing current UDOT Right of Way or property ownership. The layer may be contributed
to by all regions and will provide web access to map for quick reference with links to
ProjectWise documents. The desktop version of the tool can be used for building the layer,
viewing scanned plans overlaid on a map or image and researching documents. The tool saves
a single region’s Right of Way area approximately $160,000 in one year alone. The estimated
savings over 5 years to all 4 region right of way departments is near $1 million. The largest
advantage of this GIS Tool is visualization. Overlaying geo-referenced images of our right of
way plans, design plans, and other project documents with the CAD data that is generated by
consultants and designers brings all available project data together in one place.
There are too many innovative ideas that Becky is working on to list them all, but here are some
of the highlights:

Geo-referencing CAD files: Translating project files from project coordinate systems to standard
coordinate systems
• New SEED file requirement for use in design, documented geo-referencing process for
reproducible result, model/tool for geo-referencing
Result: Project teams are using maps showing design work to help make decisions in project
meetings. Strategy that can be repurposed to extract other types of data and may have future
use processing digital as-builts.
Outdoor Advertising Control Map: UPlan Map created to support Outdoor Advertising workflows
• Updated NHS, Scenic Byway and Map 21 layers
• Billboard layer updated by Mandli data
• User guide to support implementation
Result: More efficient research method and workflow for the Outdoor Advertising group.
ProjectWise Layers Statewide: Creating links to ProjectWise from map
Result: Fast access to all documents stored for a section of highway. Quick access to previous
plan sets, permits, agreements, as-builts, ROW documents, images, etc.
Emergency Management Tool: Working with UDOT Emergency Management and Salt Lake
County on a tool that will show all of the major utility nodes, emergency services, state routes,
etc.
Result: Fast access to all information necessary to help re-open prioritized routes after an
incident.

Becky has impacted the UDOT in many positive ways. She is helping the Department become
more efficient and able to use our data more effectively. The excitement about GIS she has
created is contagious and success can be identified at every level. We expect the innovation to
continue, and see it as a culture change for UDOT. Her outreach effort to other state agencies
and local governments is also improving relationships and the collaboration on statewide tools
will benefit the State of Utah for years to come. There isn’t just one innovative idea that Becky
has implemented. She has put in place an entire program that continues to grow.
As an organization we recognize the tremendous benefits of merging technology with our
everyday business. Realizing at the same time we are unable to determine every benefit that
can be gained. Becky’s ability to work with everyone within such a diverse organization as a
DOT has been key so that opportunities can be identified and successfully implemented.
Becky is more than deserving of the Transportation Vanguard Award, and truly represents the
qualities of an individual that it seeks to recognize.

